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Wide sargasso sea by jean rhys penguin, london, 1968 part one they say when trouble comes close ranks, and
so the white people did. but we were not in their ranks. the jamaican ladies had never approved of my mother,
‘because she pretty like pretty self’ christophine said. she was my father’s second wife, far too young for him
they thought, and, worse still, a martinique girl. when i J. of college of education for women vol. 22 (3) 2011
-589- double exile: jean rhys's wide sargasso sea instructor nibras jawad kadhim*Jean rhys's wide sargasso sea
can be considered as a response to charlotte brontë's jane eyre, in which rhys makes use of brontë's story as a
basic source for her novel and rewrites an english text.Wide sargasso sea, tragic fate, antoinette, jean rhys 1.
introduction jean rhys (1890-1979) is a contemporary british writer, born in caribbean. her fatherwas a welsh
doctor and her mother a white creole—a white west indian. rhys got educated at the convent school. at the age
of 16, she left the island for englandand liv ed with her aunt clarice. she lived in england and france for the rest
Identity crisis in jean rhys’ wide sargasso sea revisited 110 sets out to burn down the house. review of related
literature since its publication in 1966, wide sargasso sea has been the subject of many critical studies which
showDouble complexity in jean rhys’s wide sargasso sea gives the novel the additional value of presenting
facts in a double perspective, showing rhys’s ability to understand and express different viewpoints.88 hss v.1
(2016) doi: 10.1515/hssr -2016-0006 the white creole in jean rhys’s wide sargasso sea: a woman in passage
imen mzoughi * félix houphouët-boigny university, cocody-abidjan, ivory coastWide sargasso sea, like most
of jean rhys’s novels, is about a main female character who is ill-treated by her domineering husband. rhys is
known for her themes of oppression and victimization of the female gender.
Introduction wide sargasso sea is a story of being an outsider written from many perspectives, where feelings
of belonging are determined by racial and social differences.636 arzu ÖzyÖn the novel may appeal to different
groups of readers with its wide range of themes such as arranged marriages, mother-daughter relationship,
wife-husbandJean rhys’s wide sargasso sea is an example of this ‘tradition’, a novel that was clearly written as
a corrective text to charlotte bronte’s jane eyre. writing, and printedThe other‘s (re)writing of the narrative(s)
in jean rhys‘ wide sargasso sea aurora goia aurora.goia@gmailm abstract: in 1966 jean rhys produced the
novella “wide sargasso sea”, which retells
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